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ARCHER XTREME™ TITANIUM RECON PRO ARROW REST — INNOVATION BEYOND EXPECTATION 
 

A New Generation Fall-away Rest Redefines Accuracy Standards With a Lightweight, Bulletproof  
Design for Bowhunters and Target Shooters 

 
Target archers and bowhunters alike can finally rejoice with the introduction of an arrow rest that is as tough and 
serious about perfection as they are. A revolution in archery design, such as the Titanium Recon Pro arrow rest, 
could only come from the innovative minds at Archer Xtreme™. Similar to the other offerings from Archer Xtreme, 
the materials, craftsmanship and innovation set the Titanium Recon Pro on a level far above the competition.  
 
The benefit of typical fall-away arrow rests is that they quickly get out of the way of fletchings once an arrow starts to 
move forward. The downside is that they typically fall away too quickly, sacrificing arrow support for fletching clearance. 
The longer an arrow has contact with the rest, the more accurate it will be downrange. Archer Xtreme has engineered 
the ultimate combination of contact and fast fall with its AXT Titanium Recon Pro arrow rest. Add a super lightweight, 
bulletproof design to this equation, and the AXT Titanium Recon Pro becomes a bowhunter’s best friend.  In fact, the 
AXT Titanium Recon Pro falls almost 30 percent faster and boasts more arrow contact than competing rests and is the 
perfect match for bows shooting 380 FPS  
and faster.  

 
The secret of the AXT Titanium Recon Pro is hidden within its DOA trigger technology (a collaboration with Arizona 
Archery Enterprises), which allows archers to micro-tune the rest’s internal trigger to perfectly match individualized 
setups. Bowhunters shooting longer arrows or slower bows can adjust the Titanium Recon Pro to maintain position 
longer for arrow stabilization and increased downrange accuracy. Archers shooting shorter arrows and faster bows 
would simply micro-tune the launcher for the opposite effect. Customization is simple and drop-dead effective. 

 
The AXT Titanium Recon Pro features a blend of titanium and carbon components to provide a superior level of 
strength and durability. By utilizing a 100 percent titanium launcher over-molded with a sound dampening rubber, 
the launcher becomes a hundred times stronger than the competition’s plastic launchers. And, not only does the 
launcher have quieting features, but the main housing does as well. Engineered with a Carbon Fiber cap — which 
dampens noise rather than amplifying it as plastic would — the AXT Titanium Recon Pro holds the title as the 
quietest rest on the planet. 
 
Archer Xtreme also designed the Titanium Recon Pro to incorporate the Adapter Plug System (APS). The APS 
guarantees the AXT Titanium Recon Pro arrow rest will feel like a custom fit regardless of whether you are shooting a 
Bowtech, Hoyt, Mathews or most any other popular model. 

 
For more information on the new Archer Xtreme Titanium Recon Pro or Archer Xtreme’s full selection of high-
performance sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 
Belgrade, MT 59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
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